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Why care about billing and regulatory issues?

The final stages of translational medicine entail demonstration of clinical 
utility and achieving financial sustainability.

• Identify major challenges of integrating novel diagnostics into clinical 
practice

• Synthetize important elements of financial sustainability in diagnostic 
medicine

• Outline the relevance of regulatory science for improving diagnostic 
quality



Major Challenges

‘Failures’

Launching new tests  Time required to assess technology

Turn-around times + Clinical grade  High-complexity 

Novelty  Billing & Reimbursement 

Internal vision  Stakeholder strategies

Data analytics  Resource requirements

How to align these elements ?



Time

Scope
Quality

Team

Cost

Identify key challenges for integration of new diagnostic tools 
into routine clinical practice 

• How much?  => Why?  => strategy => alignment of initiative & funding source 

• What ? => and in what order ? => what’s first => operations

• Who => cross-functionality => interdisciplinary teams



=

Rapid EGFR testing enables 

earlier initiation TKI therapy 

Dagogo-Jack 2018 JCO PO

Reimbursement analysis



“Clinical utility refers to 

the likelihood that the test 

will lead to an improved 

health outcome.”

Burke W, Atkins D, Gwinn M, Guttmacher A, et al. Genetic test evaluation: information needs of clinicians, policy makers, and

the public. Am J Epidemiol 2002;156: 311–318.

www.bluecrossma.com/common/en_US/medical_policies/797Circulating_Tumor_DNA_For_Cancer.pdf



Summary

The final stages of translational medicine entail demonstration of clinical 
utility and achieving financial sustainability.

• Identify major challenges of integrating novel diagnostics into clinical 
practice

• Synthetize important elements of financial sustainability in diagnostic 
medicine

• Outline the relevance of regulatory science for improving diagnostic 
quality

Synthesize



https://healthmatters.nyp.org/precision-medicine/

81400 = L1

81401

…

81408 = L9

81445 = 5-50 solid

81450 = 5-50 heme

81455 = 51+

81210 BRAF

81235 EGFR



Billing and

Reimbursement 

Revenue Cycle 

Management

ICD Coding

Monitoring of disease 

CMS/Private

Patient

Plans
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New?

Reporting

Credentials

Techn/Prof

Location

AMA

Service

Procedure

NGS + CPT ≠ Reimbursement (“challenging”)
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Perceived value

Emerging evidence

Scientific community

“necessary but 

not sufficient”
Payors adoption

Public

Coverage determination

Medical Policy



• VALID

• FDA

• Insurance – coverage policies

• Strong clinical utility

• Robust coding strategy

• Prior authorization

• Appeals

• Cost estimation service

TOP-DOWN

System focus

Long term strategy

Patient-centric

Ad-hoc and case-based

BOTTOM-UP

Global or International level

National or US-level

State level 

Region

Local

System

Institutional

Departmental

Divisional

Patient Level

Procedure(s)

Test(s) ordering

Out of pocket estimate

Levels of Approaching Financial Sustainability 



Synthetize the healthcare infrastructure for financially-
sustainable genomics

Lennerz et al., 2016 JMD



Erdafitinib (BALVERSA®)

• The efficacy population consists of a cohort of 87 patients who were enrolled in 
this study with disease that had progressed on or after at least one prior 

chemotherapy and that had at least 1 of the following genetic alterations: 

• FGFR3 gene mutations (R248C, S249C, G370C, Y373C) or 

• FGFR gene fusions (FGFR3-TACC3, FGFR3 BAIAP2L1, FGFR2-BICC1, FGFR2-CASP7)

FGFR3 mutations are covered by SNaPshot assay

R248C and S249C map to exon 7

G370C and Y373C map to exon 9

We cover the following exons (in parenthesis)

FGFR1 (4,7-8,13,15,17),

FGFR2 (7,9,12,14),

FGFR3 (7-9,14-16,18),

FGFR fusions are covered by solid fusion assay

We cover the following exons (in parenthesis)

FGFR1 (2, 8-10, 17)

FGFR2 (2, 8-10, 17)

FGFR3 (8-10, 17, intron 17)

All covered
Insurance coverage?



Payor Rules by CPT-codes of Selected Molecular-Genetic Tests 

“Policy-tailored claim evidence reasoning”

Lennerz et al., J Mol Diagnostics, 2016

“Realization of Personalized Medicine 

requires Personalized Medical and 

Financial Clearance Processes”



Lennerz et al., 2016 JMDCenter for Integrated Diagnostics, internal – Lennerz et al., unpublished

Center for Integrated Diagnostics, internal – Lennerz et al., unpublished



Summary

The final stages of translational medicine entail demonstration of clinical 
utility and achieving financial sustainability.

• Identify major challenges of integrating novel diagnostics into clinical 
practice

• Synthetize important elements of financial sustainability in diagnostic 
medicine
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Diagnosis Technologies Data Science Regulatory Sciences

Rules Standards Policies Requirements Regulations Transparency Law

Basic Science Clinical RelevanceTranslational  Science

What’s next in Diagnostic Pathology  

Major Challenges



What’s next in Molecular Diagnostics: Regulatory Science  

“Immediate” 

Result 

Release 

Rule



Regulatory

Science

Clinical

Science

Benefits of CDx

• A one-stop shop where 
everything gets done together. 
The drug and device may be 
developed in collaboration 
removing problems with sample 
availability and/or the need for 
additional device trials.

• A reduced time to market for the 
drug by coordinating better 
communication between 
divisions of the FDA, providing 
clarity on optimal use of drug, 
and ensuring drug approval is not 
delayed by the lack of a 
companion diagnostic.

• Providing clarity on optimal use of 
a drug as well as the potential 
for differentiation in an 
increasingly crowded market.



Proposed legislation to revise LDT
landscape via “Technology certification”
=the VALID Act

LDT  => perceived concerns about ”validity” and reproducibility of results

Representatives Larry Bucshon (R-IN) and Diana DeGette (D-CO), members of the House Energy & Commerce 

Committee, have been working to advance a draft of the so-called Diagnostic Accuracy and Innovation Act (DAIA) that 

they penned with extensive input from lab and diagnostic industry players.

Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions, Michael Bennet (D-CO) and Orrin Hatch (R-UT), have 

incorporated the agency's ideas into a discussion draft of a bill, called the Verifying Accurate, Leading-edge IVCT 

Development (VALID) Act

The FDA has historically exercised enforcement discretion over LDTs, leaving the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

Services to oversee them under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments. But, in recent years the FDA has 

wanted to end its enforcement discretion, which the lab industry and pathologists have fought against, challenging the 

agency's authority to regulate lab processes and maintaining that such a move would hinder innovation and harm 

patients.

The centerpiece of FDA's regulatory reform proposal is precertification, which has intrigued lab industry players as 

well. In its technical assistance to DAIA, the agency described precertification as a process through which diagnostic 

developers could garner premarket approval or clearance for one test representative of a group of tests using the 

same technology and have other elements in common. Approval of that representative test would precertify other 

tests in the group and allow the lab to launch them without premarket review.

Concern: Places LDTs into the existing device framework

Why Regulatory Sciences?

• New high-complexity tests (e.g. NGS + 
machine learning) are entering the market

• ML/AI tools have the potential to unlock 
the potential of computational pathology; 
?how are we assessing benefits and risks to 
patients in clinical practice?

• How will the FDA receive (scientific) input 
for reasonable guidance?

• There is a (missed) opportunity to provide 
scientific input into regulatory science.



www.pathologyinnovationcc.org

Objectives:

• Tackle large-scale projects 
in pre-competitive space

• Develop evaluation tools, 
methods, and standards

• Clarify and improve 
regulatory pathways

• PICC is providing the 
infrastructure and platform 
for individual projects

• Currently >20 projects

• Aggregation into 9 
workgroups (when 
applicable) 

How we operate



Navigate regulatory waters

Summary

The final stages of translational medicine entail demonstration of clinical 
utility and achieving financial sustainability.
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What’s next?
CENTER FOR INTEGRATED DIAGNOSTICS

Interested? 

Jlennerz@partners.org

Thank you


